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Abstract
This article proposes a re-theorisation of the main social relations of platform
work, based on two concepts drawn from Marx: subsumption of labour and the
cash nexus. Platform work research to date is heavily empirical in character,
with little theoretical development. As a result, the social relations of platform
work are treated descriptively, using ad hoc or common-sense categories, or
platforms’ own terminology. This under-theorisation leads to over-estimation of
platform work’s novelty, decentring of capital in accounts of its development,
incipient technological determinism and problematic generalisation from
emergent trends. In place of the commonly assumed ‘triangle’ of platform
work relations, this article argues that platform work is best understood in
terms of an emerging labour–capital relation, which establishes a cash nexus
between platform and worker as a result of a process of subsumption. This
re-theorisation, in turn, helps to understand the rapid emergence of platform
worker organisation and resistance, and the similarity of its demands with
worker resistance in other, more established areas of paid work under capitalist
relations of production.
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Introduction
More than four decades ago, John Westergaard (1970) wrote a classic essay of British
Marxist sociology, Rediscovering the cash nexus. In it, he took aim at a series of celebrated
sociological studies of the 1960s; Goldthorpe and Lockwood’s (1968a, 1968b, 1969)
Affluent Worker studies, Runciman’s (1966) Relative Deprivation and Social Justice; and
McKenzie and Silver’s (1968) Working Class Conservatives. These studies claimed to have
identified the underlying cause of the perceived quiescence of British workers at that
time; namely their growing affluence during what would now be seen as the Golden Age
of post-war capitalism. In response, Westergaard noted the similarity of the ‘instrumental’ attitude towards work of many workers in these studies to Marx’s notion of the ‘cash
nexus’, which Marx used to characterise the relationship between workers and capitalists.
In the Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels (1984) wrote
The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal,
idyllic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his
‘natural superiors’, and has left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked
self-interest, than callous ‘cash payment’. (pp. 486–487)

Westergaard (1970: 120) argued that rather than seeing the instrumentalism of workers
as a source of quiescence and passivity, the narrowing of relations between labour and
capital to the ‘single-stranded’ cash nexus ‘implies a latent instability’ that, with a small
shift in conditions, could as easily lead to antagonism as acquiescence. Westergaard
(1970) argued,
the significance . . . of the cash nexus [lies in] its liability to strain or severance, when the
dependability of earnings is threatened or increases in pay fail to keep pace with rising demands;
and the likelihood, in those circumstances, that other features of the workers’ market and work
situation, ‘normally’ borne with indifference, may be transformed into sources of active
discontent and conflict. (p. 133)

The major strike wave of the early 1970s bore out much of Westergaard’s analysis, as
allegedly pacified ‘affluent workers’ took militant action in defence of living standards.
As Westergaard understood, the cash nexus is sometimes the reason for putting up with
things, and sometimes the reason to ask for more. Whatever the actual level of class
struggle, though, the cash nexus remains a distinctive and characteristic feature of the
labour–capital relationship.
What might this have to do with platform work? The answer is: theory. Academic
research into platform work – that is, paid work mediated via an online platform – has
developed rapidly in recent years. While empirical studies have proliferated, to date these
have generated little theory. This lack of theorisation has incapacitated attempts to grasp
the nature and dynamics of platform work, contributing to a tendency for over-generalisation from small samples, excessive extrapolation from emergent trends, an overly
dichotomised debate between techno-optimists and pessimists and a significant resurgence of technological determinism in general. More specifically, for this article, the
weakness of theory presents considerable difficulties for grasping the dynamics of
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platform worker organisation and contestation – one of the most active and engaging
areas of current research – where analysis tends to lurch between seeing platform technology as the all-powerful dominator of a fragmented working class, and viewing platform worker organisation as the bright new dawn for unions battered by decades of
neo-liberalism.
Platform work’s theory problem is most obvious in accounts of its principal social
relations; that is, relations between those paid to work, those paying for work and the
platform mediating the transaction. These relations are usually described as ‘triangular’
or ‘triadic’ and are often seen as the defining characteristic of platform work, in contradistinction to the ‘binary’ relationship of the standard employment relationship.
Considering the analytical importance ascribed to these relationships, however, it is striking that there has been no meaningful attempt to theorise them. As will be shown, discussion of these central relationships remains almost entirely descriptive, based on little
more than common-sense and ad hoc categorisation.
This article proposes an alternative approach. It argues for rethinking the social relations
of platform work in terms of the labour–capital relationship. To this end, it deploys two
theoretical categories drawn from Marx: subsumption and the cash nexus. As already mentioned, ‘cash nexus’ refers to the ‘single-stranded’ monetary relationship of capital to labour,
while ‘subsumption’ is a term used by Marx to refer to the historical process whereby capital
comes to dominate labour processes; importantly, for present purposes, a process that does
not require a formal employment relationship. Rethinking platform work in this way
brings several benefits. Most importantly, it places capital at the centre of analysis, overcoming its strange absence from recent accounts. Correspondingly, it demotes technology
from its usurped position as the main driver of platform work. Re-centring capital also
brings a more realistic perspective concerning the social relations of platform work. In reality, the three corners of this ‘triangle’ are not equal. What is so often – and rather lazily –
described as platform work’s distinctive triangularity turns out on closer inspection to be a
big capitalist company, its workforce and some customers – hardly a novel configuration.
The argument made here is that, in the widespread and considerably researched development of platform worker organisation, there is clear evidence of the existence of a cash
nexus in platform work and, hence, of the establishment by subsumption of a labour–
capital relationship. This article starts with a brief discussion of the problematic ‘triangular’
characterisation of platform work in recent literature, followed by an outline of Marx’s
understanding of subsumption, and its applicability to platform work. Finally, the cash
nexus is examined in relation platform worker organisation and contestation. The limits of
this symposium prevent full development of the analysis but it is hoped that this article
provides a sufficiently persuasive outline of the general approach.

Many triangles
The lack of theorisation of the social relations of platform work can be seen most readily in
the extraordinary variety of terms used by different authors to specify the platform work
triangle. Some accounts simply adopt the preferred terms of the platforms themselves.
Thus, studies of Amazon Mechanical Turk refer to ‘requesters . . . workers, and the platform provider’ (Fieseler et al. 2017: 1), while studies of Uber refer to the ‘intermediary
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(Uber) and the individual (driver) . . . [and] the client – here the passenger’ (Leighton
2016: 866). Rosenblat (2018) adopts Uber’s terminology wholesale, describing everyone
using its app, whether drivers or passengers, as ‘customers’ (pp. 157–160). Where researchers avoid platforms’ own language, triangular terminology is drawn from a mix of common-sense definitions, general sociology or simple description. Harris and Krueger (2015)
use ‘independent workers . . . customers . . . intermediaries’ (p. 11). Vandaele (2018) prefers ‘digital work intermediaries . . . producers or providers . . . [and] requesting customers’ (p. 9). For Huws (2015), the triangle comprises ‘the “Variable labor management
platform” (VLMP), the service buyer and the independent contractor’ (p. 14). Lehdonvirta
et al. (2019) simplify things to ‘a triadic provider-platform-client relationship’ (p. 590).
Codagnone and Martens (2016) are more elaborate: ‘users/consumers . . . users/providers,
i.e. . . . “micro-entrepreneurs” . . . [and] platform owners’ (p. 4). Elsewhere, though,
Codagnone et al. (2016) opt for ‘digital labour markets . . . requesters (employers and/or
consumers) and providers (workers)’, suggesting some unexplained change of heart (p. 5).
Some authors use different terms within the same article; for instance; Drahokoupil and
Jepsen (2017: 105) write of not only ‘platforms . . . customers and suppliers’ but also ‘digital workers’ and ‘platform workers’ (p. 106). Elsewhere, differing terminology seems to
reflect institutional disagreements, as when the European Parliament (2017: 9) has ‘platform worker . . . online platform . . . client’, but the European Commission (2016: 3) has
‘service providers . . . users . . . intermediaries’. A final roundup of lexical uncertainty
includes ‘on-demand companies . . . labor supply and demand’ (Aloisi 2014: 653); ‘crowdsourcer (. . . requester or client), the intermediary (the platform) and the workers’ (Berg
2016: 2); ‘sharing economy firms . . . consumers and providers of services’ (Calo &
Rosenblat 2017: 5); ‘online platform . . . workers . . . customers (Farrell & Greig 2016:
20); and ‘platforms . . . labour supply and demand’ (Fabo et al. 2017: 164). Given the
importance attributed to platform triangularity, this variety of formulations is remarkable,
indicating a paucity of theory in the aspect of platform work that is claimed to be its distinguishing – indeed, defining – feature.
Historically, however, the lack of a legally bounded, two-party employment relationship is not unique to platform work. As Stanford (2017) reminds us, triangular employment relations were commonplace in the early history of the capitalist organisation of
paid work. Well-known examples include the putting-out system (Stanford 2017), the
notorious ‘butty’ system seen in British coalmining throughout the 19th century (Webb
& Webb 1902) and the ‘internal subcontracting’ system used to organise factory production right through until the early years of the 20th century (Edwards 1986; Littler 1982).
If the triangular relationships of platform work are not empirically unique, neither are
they beyond the grasp of existing theory. Marx’s notion of subsumption provides a
framework for understanding variation in the social relations of paid work under capitalism. The next section gives an overview of Marx’s account and outlines an application of
his analysis to platform work.

Subsumption
Marx used the term subsumption to capture the historical process whereby, during the
early stages of capitalism, previously existing labour processes were brought increasingly
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under the control of capital.1 The argument here is that this concept provides a useful
lens through which to view the social relations of platform work. Marx (1990: 975–
1060) distinguishes between formal subsumption, which is historically prior, whereby
labour processes remain largely unchanged, but new relations of domination and subordination are introduced as a result of the intervention of concentrations of capital into
previously existing patterns of work, and real subsumption, whereby labour processes are
entirely transformed by the introduction of new machines, production techniques and
forms of work organisation. Furthermore, Marx (1990: 1023) identified ‘transitional
sub-forms’, in which formal subsumption is incomplete. In these transitional forms,
capital ‘does not intervene in the process of production itself ’, ‘the immediate producer
still performs the function of selling his wares and making use of his own labour’, but
capital is, nevertheless, able to extract unpaid labour as a result of supplying ‘the conditions of labour’ such as money, tools, raw materials or access to markets (Marx 1990:
1026). Here, Marx (1990) includes various forms of independent artisan and handicraft
production, where ‘we encounter the loss of an earlier independence in the process of
production’ (p. 1029, original emphasis), including ‘when the producer is selfemploying’ (p. 1025). Other examples mentioned by Marx include not only forms of
putting out that preceded the early factory system in Britain and elsewhere, but also
forms of colonial exploitation, such as the gradual subordination of Indian peasant farmers to merchant capital (Marx 1990: 1026). Importantly, Marx also argues that the process of formal subsumption is not found only at the birth of capitalist relations. Rather,
it is also a recurring feature of mature capitalism, associated with the emergence of new
branches of production (Marx 1990: 1025). One important consequence of formal subsumption is that ‘labour becomes far more continuous and intensive’ (Marx 1990:
1026). Moreover, the impact of formal subsumption on labour processes is in proportion
to the size of capital involved; that is, the bigger the chunk of capital inserting itself into
– or, in platform parlance, disrupting – an existing form of work organisation, the more
fully labour is subsumed under its control. While the study of work and workers in the
global North has often been preoccupied with the technologies and management systems of factory-based mass production – that is, the realm of real subsumption – as Das
(2017) has noted, on a global scale, formal subsumption remains the most common
form of the labour–capital relation.
The importance of Marx’s conception of subsumption for the present discussion is
that it permits the analysis of labour–capital relations outside of formal employment –
which is plainly relevant for understanding platform work. Marx’s discussion suggests a
continuum, both historically and theoretically, from non-capitalist labour processes,
through ‘transitional sub-forms’ (such as putting out), via formal subsumption to fully
developed real subsumption in large-scale, machine-dominated production. While there
is no doubt scope for considerable debate over details, the argument of this article is that
the various forms of platform work are mainly located in the transitional sub-forms and
formal subsumption areas of this continuum. Indeed, the historical examples of formal
subsumption cited by Marx bear striking similarities to platform work. The loss of independence by small-scale producers is immediately recognisable where platforms mediate
work previously carried out independently, or in small-scale businesses, and where essentially similar work is now conducted under relations of subordination to a large chunk of
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(venture) capital. Uber is an obvious example. Likewise, the tendency of platform-ised
work to become ‘far more continuous and intensive’ is a pattern familiar in many
accounts (Gandini 2018; Schor & Attwood-Charles 2017; Wood et al. 2019).
Furthermore, Marx’s account of ‘transitional sub-forms’, where subsumption is emerging
but incomplete, captures important aspects of platforms where freelance-type work is
carried out by workers who retain a (shrinking) degree of independence, but where the
agencies that once mediated this type of work have largely been replaced by powerful
online platforms (Azzellini et al. 2019; Huws 2017). Platforms such as Upwork mediate
forms of freelance design and other creative work that are conducted much as they always
were but with the additional presence of a large concentration of capital that provides
workers with ‘the conditions of labour’ (i.e. the platform infrastructure linking workers
with clients in a global market), and which extracts a surplus as a result. As in Marx’s
account, in this process of platform-isation, important aspects of freelancers’ former
independence are lost, as the platform sets standards for work through non-transferable
rating systems, retains possession of creative workers’ production and work is significantly intensified through global competition between workers (Huws 2014; Schörpf
et al. 2017; Wood et al. 2019).
In the absence of formal employment relations, then, Marx’s concept of subsumption
represents an important theoretical resource for re-centring capital in the analysis of
platform work. Once it is recognised that one corner of the platform ‘triangle’ comprises
an accumulation of capital that aims to profit from the exploitation of a workforce, many
of the key dynamics of platform work – and platform worker resistance – become more
easily explicable, in terms of the overall dynamics of labour–capital relations. On this
view, for instance, it is not the informational asymmetries of algorithms that explain the
power of platforms over workers (pace Rosenblat 2018) but rather the power of capital
over labour that explains the asymmetries. Conversely, it is no surprise that when the
balance of power is altered by emergent worker organisation, challenges to the algorithm
are often among the first issues to emerge; for instance, in workers’ efforts to reduce
arbitrary ‘deactivation’ (Johnston & Land-Kazlauskas 2018). Furthermore, grasping
platform work as a social relationship between labour and capital de-prioritises the legal
conceptions of employment that frequently dominate discussion, in favour of a more
sociological approach. This is not to deny the importance of employment status for
platform workers and their organisations. Rather, it is simply to assert the need to conceptually separate employment as a legal category from employment as a social relation.
On this view, then, platform work – in the global North, at least – can be seen as a
large-scale re-emergence of formal subsumption, as big capital (often in the form of venture capital) reorganises existing labour processes under its own domination. Having
established forms of the labour–capital relationship through formal subsumption and its
transitional forms, however, capital must live with the consequences of its own cash nexus.

Rediscovering the cash nexus in platform work
Insofar, as platform work establishes, through subsumption or its transitional sub-forms,
a labour–capital relationship, it follows that relations between worker and platform take
the form of a cash nexus. For Marx, the cash nexus has a dual nature. As the ‘main residual
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binding force of capitalist society’ (Westergaard 1970: 120), the cash nexus ties workers
to a condition of dependency upon capital (see discussion in Vidal 2018). At the same
time, however, the reduction of labour–capital relations to ‘a relationship of sale and purchase, a purely financial relationship’ (Marx: 894, original emphasis) places a singular
importance on the terms of that trade – how much work for how much pay – and
thereby introduces what Westergaard (1970: 120) correctly identifies as a ‘latent instability’, which is the key driver of worker resistance and contestation discussed in Marx’s
Capital (Schmidt 2017).
Rediscovering the cash nexus in platform work carries important analytical implications. First, it underlines the importance of pay as a mechanism for worker control; something persistently downplayed in accounts of platform work, where controlling capacity is
almost universally attributed to algorithms or some other technological trickery. Fashionable
discussions of platform ‘gamification’, or the ‘black box’ or ‘panopticon’, however, fail to
register the most important thing capital requires of platform workers is not control: it is
work, for which workers must be paid, so that work is carried out to a required standard
and intensity, and so that workers will come back again and do the same again tomorrow
(Moore & Joyce 2019; Woodcock & Johnson 2018). Given the recognised preference of
platform companies for payment by piecework, together with the huge literature on piecework (for instance, in chronological order, Schloss 1898; Roy 1952; Lupton 1963; Brown
1973; Edwards & Scullion 1982), it seems extraordinary that there has been no serious
attempt to analyse platform work as a piecework payment system.
Second, analysing platform work in terms of the cash nexus helps to explain the
remarkably rapid development of organisation and resistance among platform workers,
contrary to many predictions that platforms represent the ultimate, technologically enabled domination of fragmented, isolated and continually observed workers, doomed to
a downward spiral of individualised, ‘dog-eat-dog’ competition in a globalised labour
market and shorn of employment rights and social protections. It is beyond doubt that
there are many retrograde aspects about platform work. But it is simply not the case that
platform workers find themselves defenceless. Indeed, in many respects, the energy and
self-organisation of platform workers make this area one of the most exciting examples
of worker organisation in contemporary capitalism (see, for instance, Cant 2019; Joyce
et al. 2020; Tassinari & Maccarrone 2017; Vandaele 2018; Woodcock 2018; Woodcock
& Graham 2019).
Time and again, the issue of pay is central to platform worker mobilisation; including rates of pay, the amount of effort required to earn it and how it is calculated.
These are key aspects of the wage-effort bargain (Baldamus 1961) that have been
characteristic of labour struggles against capital at least since the time of Marx. In
other words, observed patterns of platform worker resistance show the characteristic
imprint of the cash nexus which, in turn, suggests an underlying dynamic of the
labour–capital relationship. This is the case even in platforms such as Upwork, which
conform more closely with traditional freelance models where a more or less independent, ‘self-employing’ (Marx 1990: 1025) worker carries out work for numerous
clients (who may be individuals or businesses), but where a large block of capital now
extracts a surplus by providing the conditions for production viz the platform connecting geographically separated parties. What is striking in such cases is that worker
discontent shows a strong tendency to be directed at the new, large block of capital
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– the platform – notwithstanding any other unfair treatment by individual clients
(Wood et al. 2017). Again, such cases indicate an emerging labour–capital relationship, as a result of the ongoing process of subsumption, even where this process as yet
remains at a transitional, partially developed stage.
Indeed, in many respects, contemporary platform work comprises a particularly harsh
and naked version of the cash nexus, unadorned by any accretion of legal rights, management accountability or employment and social protection. In his discussion of subsumption in Capital, Marx (1990: 1027, original emphasis) echoes comments from the
Communist Manifesto, cited above, concerning the cash nexus:
[formal subsumption] dissolves the relationship between the owners of the conditions of labour
and the workers into a relationship of sale and purchase, a purely financial relationship. In
consequence the process of exploitation is stripped of every patriarchal, political or even
religious cloak.

Today, we might add that, in opting for a self-employed workforce, platforms have
ensured that the bond with their workers is only a cash nexus. Platform work brings no
additional benefits. No pension. No training or promotion. No rights. No security. In
some countries, not even health care. If you drive for Uber, there really is only one strand
of social bond between you and the venture capital behind the app: the cash nexus. If
that gets strained, what would you do? Increasingly, for a growing number of Uber drivers – and other platform workers – the answer to that question is becoming clear, and the
dynamic of the cash nexus in platform work is revealed more and more clearly in platform worker organisation and resistance.

Conclusion
While platform work research, to date, has lacked a clear theorisation of its main social
relations, this article has proposed an approach based on Marx’s account of the labour–
capital relation, subsumption and the cash nexus. The argument, here, is that the widespread development of platform worker organisation and resistance is clear evidence of
the establishment by subsumption of a labour–capital relationship and cash nexus in platform work. Marx’s account of subsumption bears striking similarities with the development of platform work. Marx described the incorporation of previously existing forms of
work under the domination of capital. Similarly, in platform work, formerly independent
workers – from taxi drivers to graphic designers – increasingly work under the domination
of large concentrations of capital in the form of companies running platforms. As a result,
it is not at all surprising that the allegedly novel ‘triangular’ relationships of platform work
are systematically producing forms of worker organisation and resistance that share many
features with other workers’ struggles over the capitalist organisation of work. In practice,
the social relations of many forms of platform work are increasingly resolving to a fairly
straightforward labour–capital relationship, and a clearly drawn cash nexus.
This is not to say that the social relations of platform work are all identical. In some
types of platform work, subsumption is more fully developed, while others exhibit the
kind of ‘transitional sub-forms’ discussed by Marx. Whereas the lack of conventional
employment contracts has led many to significantly overstate the novelty of platform
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work, and to fall back on descriptive accounts of its social relations, in both history and
in theory, ‘triangular’ relations in the organisation of paid work are by no means unprecedented. The strength of Marx’s category of subsumption is that it can encompass forms
of the labour–capital relationship both inside and outside the familiar binaries of formal
employment. This approach can also encompass the social relations of platforms such as
Upwork, where some element of triangularity is present alongside a developing labour–
capital relation, as well as platforms like Uber, where any residual triangularity is strictly
peripheral to the clearly established labour–capital relation and cash nexus. While the
question of legal employment status is often important for platform workers and their
organisations, the analysis outlined here focuses on social relations rather than legal
forms. This rethinking situates platform work theoretically in the wider process of capital’s reorganisation of production and exploitation of labour.
Although it has not been possible to elaborate this approach more fully, here, three
areas for future development suggest themselves. First, Marx’s account of subsumption
and its transitional forms clearly indicate a continuum. An obvious next step, therefore,
would be to specify such a continuum for platform work, encompassing those forms
where a labour–capital relationship and cash nexus have been clearly established as a
result of formal subsumption, and those more ‘transitional’ or intermediate forms, where
there is some genuine element of triangularity. Second, rediscovering the cash nexus
underlines the importance of pay in the labour–capital relations of platform work, both
in controlling labour and in triggering resistance. There is a clear need for more research
into the payment systems of platform work and their role in the dynamics of control and
resistance. Third, there is considerable scope for integrating the dynamics of subsumption and the cash nexus into accounts of platform worker organisation and resistance. In
short, enough with the triangles, already.
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Note
1.

In recent years, the concept of subsumption has undergone something of a revival, with much
discussion – some of it highly contentious – concerning forms of neoliberal domination.
While these debates are beyond the scope of this article, fortunately they do not impinge
noticeably on matters discussed here. For a critical overview of recent debates, see Smith
(2013).
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